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About This Game

"ConflictCraft” is a simple strategy game set in an alternate reality where you control the battle against the armies of ISIS. Your
goals are to control all points on the map, destroy all enemy bases, and defend your units and strategic resources.
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Your bases generate unit points every 10 seconds, and you can send half of the units from your bases to any position on the map.

To destroy your enemies, you have tanks, attack helicopters, support helicopters, jets, and rocket missiles. Forces can be
upgraded, allowing for customized strategies and tactics.

There's local multiplayer mode with full controller support, play with your friends and compete against each other.

You can even create new maps with the built in level editor and challenge the community!
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It was okay, I just didn't like the look and some mechanics. But it's not a bad game, per se. At least not in my opinion. If you
like 4x, I say give it a go at least.. I LOVE Wayward Manor!! It's not hard to play and still very entertaining. I really like the
music and the graphics. The story is original. I definitely recommend this game!!. I've played These Nights in Cairo first not
knowing this studio also had another game. I finally decided to give it a try.

Pro :
- Pretty artstyle and attractive character designs
- Nice backgrounds and unlockable scene's
- Interesting lore and world building. I'd like more games of this studio set in this world in the future.

Cons :
- The music was forgetable and the background noises were too loud and distracting
- The overall story doesn't change much depending on which romance option you pick
- Not enough depth and character development, all the guys were typical stereotypes
- The mystery element was predictable
- It was too short

Despite the cons I'd still recommend this game. It was fun to play and skip option made it easy to get all the endings without
having to go through it all repeadedly.. If you're thinking about grabbing it, download the free trial from their website, that
should convince you enough to purchase this IDE.
Hands down best IDE I've used.. I haven't read interactive novels in many many years, so I don't have much to compare it to.
But having just finished my first readthough I have to say I enjoyed it immensely!
It's just so much more engaging when it's written for your perspective and you get to make, sometimes hard, choices!
And the choices matter!
With 9 different endings, I don't think I'll get around to find them all - but I'll see how readthrough number 2 goes.
Love it and have already bought another from the same company.. Very addictive and relaxing little card game. Hours of fun,
especially once you begin expanding the deck.

Highly recommended for the low asking price.

Fingers crossed that Card Thief also comes to Steam!. An hilarious and surprisingly entertaining game, never dull and without
an inch of boredom in its various levels.
Strongly recommended if you like beer, metal and having fun!. Just don't.. I got this in a Steam Sale Bundle and at first thought,
despite the reviews, the game description sounded like my type of game. Like a tactical stealth strategy action game where you
kill aliens, who doesn't like the sound of that? However, I can't recommend this game to anyone as I'll list below in the Pros and
Cons:

Pros:
\u2666 The game downloads

Cons:
\u2666 The game loads to a black screen no matter what options you choose (This is terrible as the game doesn't even work, it is
just a black screen and when you move your mouse you can hear menu options and sounds but you can't play or see what you
are clicking)
\u2666 Very Buggy (Just check the reviews and discussion page for numerous bug reports)
\u2666 The developers don't seem to care about the game (People have reported numerous bugs and no dev has repsonded or
attempted to supply a fix for any of them)
\u2666 Can't get achievements or 100% this game as game is broken (This is annoying for anyone who wants to 100% every
game)
\u2666 Developers are releasing new games instead of fixing this one (This game was released in January and is broken, yet the
developers released a new game in March... seems as though they are sweeping this one into the bin, leaving all those that paid
for it with no game)
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Overal, do not buy this game as 9\/10 people including myself can't even get to the main menu. This is because despite what
options you choose, the game loads to the main menu screen with sound, except all you can see is a black screen. I have tried re-
installing, verifying cache, numerous Windows Compatibility mode settings and nothing has worked, nor has there been a
solution given by the developers. Therefore, this game is unplayable and I can strongly recommend no-one buys it.

PS: If anyone is wondering, I have more than the required hardware to run this game. I have Windows 10 (Fully Updated) with
my other PC hardware found here: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/bpxkku. Bad game
Bad dev
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This is the best game I have ever played. The stunning graphics, the jaw-dropping story... All of it comes together to make one
of the worst things I've ever seen, in a good way.. Well, like Raven Monologue, nice art, nice background song and nice little
story.
The game is only 10 minutes long, it's worth it.. The game is a bit of an improvment over the last one. Its meant to be
experinced, its not gonna be your run of the mill 'Run through and get spooped' kind of game. There is a story element to it; and
yes there are some cheesy jumpscares in there. But there are also some really good really well thought out ones too. Give it a
shot if you haven't already.. Great music for when you're programming!. it is great
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